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IronNet was founded to more effectively secure enterprises, 
sectors, states, and nations against highly organized cyber 
adversaries and increasingly sophisticated attacks. IronNet 
solutions address the exponentially advancing cybersecurity 
threats hitting multiple companies at the same time. Today, our 
revolutionary Collective Defense approach enables enterprises  
to benefit from global, shared insights to defend against emerging 
threats in real time as a unified front.

Overview

Attack Assessment 

What is the Attack Assessment?
Using our IronDefense network detection and response solution (NDR) solution 
and cyber solution engineers, IronNet’s attack assessment will provide:
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An after-action review, which 
our team will conduct with you 
to determine next steps to help 
keep your network secure. 

1

A better understanding of 
your network security and, 
as a result, peace of mind in 
knowing that attackers are  
not likely operating in your 
network undetected.

3

Actionable insights into your 
cyber threat surface and 
potential bad actor activity in 
your enterprise network, as well 
as visibility into network cyber 
hygiene issues.
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Connect with IronNet to learn more about what to expect  
from the three-week Attack Assessment.

Connect with IronNet

Scope

Pre-Deployment

Deployment

Findings Review

Analyze & Hunt

Post-Attack Assessment

STEPS

A. Understand network 
requirements

B. Discuss deployment 
options

C. Network accessibility 
and configuration

OBJECTIVES

Understand how IronNet 
will be deployed in your 
environment and the 
technical requirements 
needed to successfully run 
the Attack Assessment.

STEPS

A. Installation

B. Configuration & tuning

OBJECTIVES

Install and configure 
system into your network. 
Confirm network traffic  
and relevant log sources  
are flowing to IronNet.

STEPS

A. Training

B. Threat hunting

OBJECTIVES

Progress to live monitoring 
of network traffic  
by end of this stage.

STEPS

 › Deliver key  
findings report

OBJECTIVES

Review technical 
objectives and  
Attack Assessment 
outcomes with client 
executive sponsors.

STEPS

A. Integrate with existing 
cybersecurity toolsets

B. Operationalize with 
existing workflows

OBJECTIVES

Integrate IronNet  
into your security stack 
and workflows.
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